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permaramp®-original    31 

Singe piece semi-permanent ramps

permaramp®-original superwide  31 

Superwide single piece semi-permanent ramps 

permaramp®-adjust    32 

Adjustable height semi-permanent ramps

permaramp®-adjust superwide  32 

Superwide adjustable height semi-permanent ramps 

permaramp®-entry flap    33 

Integral hinged threshold bridge accessory

utilityramp™ 
   33  

Industrial/commercial portable ramps

permaramp®

A concept which totally transforms wheelchair access, the Permaramp range is designed 

to be easily adjusted and fixed down or left in place for every type of threshold.

Cut away kerbs  •  Easy installation  •  Extremely durable

     Great for semi-permanent access

   Avoid big installation projects and construction mess

   Can be left in place as long as required then re-used elsewhere

   Quick and strong access solutions

   Unique Gripdeck™ surface for incredible grip and sustained outside use
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Relocatable external ramps



Call 020 8275 0375 to order or for technical support
sales@enable-access.com  |  www.enable-access.com   

PO15
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Key Product Information 
For help selecting length see Ramp Guide P4&5

350kg +
WHERE SHOWN

Code Length Width Capacity Weight

PO9 90cm (3ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 8.5kg (19lbs)
PO12 120cm (4ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 12kg (26lbs)
PO15 150cm (5ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 15kg (33lbs)
PO18 180cm (6ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 18.5kg (41lbs)
PO21 210cm (7ft) 76cm (30ins) 350kg (55st) 22kg (49lbs)
PO24 240cm (8ft) 76cm (30ins) 300kg (47st) 25kg (55lbs)
POW9 90cm (3ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 400kg (63st) 10kg (22lbs)
POW12 120cm (4ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 400kg (63st) 14kg (31lbs)
POW15 150cm (5ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 400kg (63st) 18kg (40lbs)
POW18 180cm (6ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 400kg (63st) 22kg (48lbs)
POW21 210cm (7ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 350kg (55st) 26kg (58lbs)
POW24 240cm (8ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 300kg (47st) 30kg (65lbs)

Kerb Height 7cm (3ins)

Your benefits:

    Unique Gripdeck™ surface for incredible grip and sustained outside use

    Excellent for wooden door thresholds

    Contrasting colour safety edge strips increase visibility

    Available in standard 76cm width and Superwide 90cm width: perfect  
for single outward opening doors, and a great bariatric ramp solution

    Fixing options at top and bottom for secure location

    Well suited for scooters, mobility devices  
and sports wheelchairs

   Up to 400kg (63 stone) capacity! 

Designed, Manufactured  
& Stocked in the UK

Instant installed ramp solution available 
in 2 widths and 6 lengths

gripdeck
technology

Incredible Grip
rain shineor
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permaramp®-original

These excellent installed type, semi-permanent relocatable ramps, 

provide unmatched value and weight capacity.

SUPERWIDE90cm WIDTH OPTION

Call 020 8275 0375 to order or for technical support
sales@enable-access.com  |  www.enable-access.com   

EXTRA 
WIDTH
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PA15

PA15 with DW6
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Easy height adjustment and 
installation from above

7.5cm (3ins)
to
25cm (10ins)

Your benefits:

    Easy height adjustment and installation from above

   Designed to clear protruding thresholds and sills

   Fix to any firm flat or sloping surface

    Telescopic legs can be adjusted to accommodate different 
threshold types, and give total height adjustment from 
7.5cm (3ins) to 25cm (10ins) high

    Entry flap accessory available to transition right into  
the property

    All lengths available in Superwide 90cm option: a great 
bariatric ramp solution and perfect for single outward 
opening doors, and extra wide mobility devices

Totally adjustable and self-supporting, 
great for PVC thresholds

Outward opening doors

permaramp®-adjust

Key Product Information
For help selecting length see Ramp Guide P4&5

350kg +
WHERE SHOWN

Code Length Width Capacity Weight

PA9 90cm (3ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 12.5kg (28lbs)
PA12 120cm (4ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 16kg (35lbs)
PA15 150cm (5ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 19kg (42lbs)
PA18 180cm (6ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 22.5kg (50lbs)
PA21 210cm (7ft) 76cm (30ins) 350kg (55st) 26kg (57lbs)
PA24 240cm (8ft) 76cm (30ins) 300kg (47st) 29kg (64lbs)
PAW9 90cm (3ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 400kg (63st) 14kg (22lbs)
PAW12 120cm (4ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 400kg (63st) 18kg (40lbs)
PAW15 150cm (5ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 400kg (63st) 22kg (48lbs)
PAW18 180cm (6ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 400kg (63st) 26kg (57lbs)
PAW21 210cm (7ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 350kg (55st) 30kg (66lbs)
PAW24 240cm (8ft) 90cm (35.4ins) 300kg (47st) 34kg (75lbs)

Kerb Height 7cm (3ins)

This unique self-supporting product requires no fixing 

to the threshold and eliminates threshold damage.

Designed, Manufactured  
& Stocked in the UK

gripdeck
technology

Incredible Grip
rain shineor

SUPERWIDE90cm WIDTH OPTION
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EXTRA 
WIDTH



Call 020 8275 0375 to order or for technical support
sales@enable-access.com  |  www.enable-access.com   

This bridging flap accessory for the Permaramp®-Adjust means 

that you can have a ramp fixed in place outside, with a flap that 

comes down over to the inside of the threshold, giving  

a smooth transition all the way into the property.

Your benefits:

   Great for wheelchair access or industrial use

   Rugged, yet easy to use and portable

    Unique Gripdeck™ highly anti-slip surface  
retains grip even when wet

    Up to 400kg weight capacity

    Standard 76cm wide or Superwide 90cm wide versions available

Designed and manufactured for commercial use, the Utility Ramp has 
proved itself in many situations, and has an incredible weight capacity. 
Longer sizes fitted with wheels for ultimate speed and ease of use.

Industrial/Commercial Portable Ramp

URW15

LongUp to 240cm 
 8ft

350kg +
WHERE SHOWN

Code Length Width Capacity Weight

UR9* 90cm (3ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 9kg (20lbs)
UR12* 120cm (4ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 12.5kg (28lbs)
UR15 150cm (5ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 15.5kg (34lbs)
UR18 180cm (6ft) 76cm (30ins) 400kg (63st) 19kg (42lbs)
UR21 210cm (7ft) 76cm (30ins) 350kg (55st) 22.5kg (50lbs)
UR24 240cm (8ft) 76cm (30ins) 300kg (47st) 25.5kg (56lbs)

URW9* 90cm (3ft) 90cm (35ins) 400kg (63st) 10.5kg (23lbs)
URW12* 120cm (4ft) 90cm (35ins) 400kg (63st) 14.5kg (32lbs)
URW15 150cm (5ft) 90cm (35ins) 400kg (63st) 18.5kg (41lbs)
URW18 180cm (6ft) 90cm (35ins) 400kg (63st) 22kg (49lbs)
URW21 210cm (7ft) 90cm (35ins) 350kg (55st) 26kg (57lbs)
URW24 240cm (8ft) 90cm (35ins) 300kg (47st) 30kg (66lbs)

Code Length Width Capacity Weight

PE5 45cm (18ins) 72cm (28.3ins) 300kg (47st) 4.8kg (10.6lbs)

Your benefits:

   Hand strap for fast and easy operation

   Excellent for sliding and inward opening doors

    Unique Gripdeck™ surface on both sides 

The ultimate semi-permanent PVC 
threshold bridging accessory

TWO 
WIDTHS

permaramp®-entry flap

utilityramp™

* No wheels.   Kerb Height 7cm (3ins)

NOTE: Only for use with standard width Permaramp-Adjust, ordered separately
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Designed, Manufactured  
& Stocked in the UK

EXTRA 
WIDTH

Call 020 8275 0375 to order or for technical support
sales@enable-access.com  |  www.enable-access.com   


